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Drift Measurements for Validation of the CFD model
Wind tunnel measurements

Drift measurements were performed in the wind tunnel of the International Centre of 
Eremology (I.C.E.) at Ghent University [Ref. 2] [figure 3]. The nozzles were fixed at 
height 0.5 m. Plastic drains were incorporated in the false bottom of the tunnel at 
distances 0.25 m up to 6 m. Filter paper slips were placed in these drains as collectors. 

Figure 3. Wind – tunnel measurements at the I.C.E.

Wind tunnel measurements were performed with the 10 ISO Hardi nozzles @ spray 
pressures 2, 3 and 4 bar to determine the influence of nozzle – spray pressure –
combination on drift. A solution of 150mM NaCl was used as spray liquid. The amount of 
Na+ captured by each collector was determined with Flame Atomic Absorption 
Spectroscopy (FAAS).
Wind tunnel measurements were performed with the 20 pesticide formulations outlined 
above (10 commercial formulations + Magic Sticker®) with the F 110 03 nozzle @ 3 bar, 
to determine the influence of physicochemical properties of the spray liquid on drift. The 
amount of pesticide active ingredient (a.i.) captured by each collector was determined 
with GC – MS, except Lannate® (a.i. Methomyl), which was determined with HPLC.

Field measurements

Field experiments were performed in a meadow with a Hardi Commander Twin Force 
field sprayer with boom length 27 m and nozzle spacing 0.5 m [Figure 4]. A set – up 
according to the international standard ISO/FDIS 22866 [Ref. 3] was used. As spray 
liquid a mixture of the fluorescent tracer Brilliant Sulfo Flavine (BSF, 3 g.l-1) and the out –
flower Tween 20 (0.1% w/w) was used. Drift was collected on filter paper ground 
collectors (0.25 m x 0.25 m) at distances 0.5 m up to 20 m. The collected amounts of 
BSF were determined with a Fluorimeter. A weather station was used to monitor wind 
speed, wind direction, temperature and relative humidity (RH). 

Figure 4. Hardi Field Sprayer for field measurements

A conventional spraying, defined as ‘the reference spraying’, was performed 16 times 
under a wide range of weather conditions to depict the influence of the weather 
conditions on drift. This reference spraying was defined as a spray boom without air 
support, boom height 0.5 m, equipped with Flat Fan nozzles F 110 03 @ 3 bar and 
forward driving speed of the field sprayer 8 km.h-1. 
Other sprayings were performed 3 times to determine the influence of the spray 
application technique on drift: varying nozzle type and nozzle size (Flat Fan nozzles F 
110 02, F 110 04, F 110 06; Low Drift nozzles LD 110 02, LD 110 03, LD 110 04; Air 
Induction nozzles AI 110 02, AI 110 03 and AI 110 04), varying spray pressure (2 and 4 
bar), varying driving speed (4, 6 en 10 km.h-1), varying boom height (0.3 and 0.75 m) 
and applying air support. 

RESULTS
For results and first conclusions, please visit our website:

http://www.biw.kuleuven.be/aee/vcbt/fielddriftflanders/
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INTRODUCTION
Spray drift is defined as the quantity of plant protection product that is deflected out of the 
treated area by air currents at the moment of spray application. The deposition of plant 
protection products outside the target field can have negative effects on the health of humans 
and the environment. The main factors that affect drift are droplet size distribution of the 
spray, weather conditions and surrounding characteristics. A Computational Fluidized 
Dynamics (CFD) drift – predictive model is being developed. Validation of the model is
performed with field experiments. Wind tunnel measurements are used as screening tool for 
the design of field experiments. A risk assessment for pesticide spray drift damage was set up 
for human and environment [Ref. 1]. The CFD model and the risk assessment will be used to 
develop a software decision tool for farmers. Based on the weather conditions, the applied 
PPP, the type of crop and surrounding characteristics, this tool will calculate which spray 
application techniques are acceptable at a given moment.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Development of a CFD model
Droplet size is a result of the interactions between nozzle (size and type), spray pressure and 
physicochemical properties (viscosity, surface tension and evaporation rate) of the spray 
liquid. Droplet size distribution spectra for different combinations of these parameters are 
used as main input for the development of a CFD drift – predictive model. Weather conditions 
(wind speed, temperature and relative humidity) and surrounding characteristics (canopy 
structure and height, buffer zones, grain borders…) are also used as input parameters. The 
model is validated with drift field measurements. The CFD model (CFX5.7, Ansys CFX, 
Canonsburg, PA) consists of the 3D Reynolds – averaged Navier – Stokes equations for air 
flow with the κ - ε model for turbulence coupled to a Langrangian model for the spray droplet 
transport. 

Spray Nozzles
Ten ISO Hardi nozzles were selected: Flat Fan nozzles F 110 02, F 110 03, F 110 04 and F 
110 06; Low Drift nozzles LD 110 02, LD 110 03 and LD 110 04; and Air Induction nozzles AI 
110 02, AI 110 03 and AI 110 04. 

Physicochemical Properties of Spray Liquids
Pesticide formulations can be subdivided into 5 important classes, according to their chemical 
composition, physical appearance and physicochemical properties: Emulsifiable Concentrate 
(EC), Suspension Concentrate (SC), Soluble Liquid (SL), Water Dispersible Granules (WG) 
and Water Dispersible Powder (WP). 10 pesticide formulations, 2 of each type, were selected 
to examine [Figure 1]: Cytox® & Tilt® (EC), Pyrus® & Ronilan® (SC), Caddy® & Lannate® (SL), 
Chorus® & Euparen Multi® (WG), Kerb 50® & Paraat® (WP). 

Figure 1. Pesticide formulations to measure the influence of physicochemical properties

The physicochemical properties of these formulations were measured with and without the 
addition of 0.2 % w/w of the drift – reducer Magic Sticker® (polyacrylate). Surface tension, 
viscosity and evaporation rate were respectively measured with a Wilhelmy plate, an Ostwald
viscosity meter, and the shape analysis camera of a drop tensiometer.

Droplet Size Distribution Spectra
A Phase Doppler Particle Analyser (PDPA) [Figure 2] is used to determine the droplet size 
distribution spectra of sprays of various nozzle – spray pressure – spray liquid combinations.

Figure 2. PDPA laser for the measurement of droplet size distribution spectra of sprays
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